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Agency Overview

COMPANY NAME AND ADDRESS

Dodier & Company 
1745 East River Road, Suite 201 
Tucson, Arizona 85718

Dodier & Company was established in 1989 to provide marketing and advertising 
services to the shopping center industry. Founded by Vic Dodier, CMD, who prior 
to opening the company, had spent ten years as a senior marketing director for 
prominent retail estate real developers such as Forest City and Simon Properties.

Dodier & Company has provided creative and strategic marketing to shopping 
center owners, managers and institutional owners throughout the United States. We 
have developed hundreds of marketing campaigns, both custom and shared, for 
every type of retail real estate property, from regional malls and lifestyle centers to 
large community centers, urban centers and more.

The firm currently has ten full-time employees, including designers, copywriters, 
social media/content producers, digital producers, production coordinators, and 
accounting staff.

We have a well-oiled internal system of checks and balances, including state of the 
art inter-office project management / workflow software to manage every aspect 
of our projects from start to finish with accuracy. And with personnel working 
both on-site and remotely during this period of COVID, the atmosphere remains 
conducive to spontaneous brainstorming sessions or other meetings as needed. We 
communicate with clients from New York to Hawaii providing an unparalleled level of 
service and commitment.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE (ALL IN-HOUSE CAPABILITIES)

• Brand & Design Development

• Content/Copywriting/PR

• Production Management

• Event Planning & Implementation

• Digital & Programmatic Design and Analytics

• Retailer Solicitation In Marketing Programs

• Social Media Planning & Strategy
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Creative & Strategy Services

Our creative process for concepting and customization
Dodier is uniquely positioned and able to adapt our creative process to suit each 
individual center’s needs. Whether we work with on-site or regional marketing 
directors, or portfolio managers with multiple locations and programs, we 
collaborate and communicate efficiently and effectively so all stakeholders and 
partners, in the process from concept through billing, are connected and informed. 

The creative process for a new campaign begins with a client briefing to determine 
the client’s goals, necessary elements, target audience, seasonal and demographic 
considerations, specific direction or requests, delivery deadlines and timeframes. 
This is usually done via conferencing on-line or in person. 

Our Approach To Account Management 

PLANNING

We work with our shopping center clients to develop an annual marketing plan based 
on their goals and budgets. Dodier & Company manages these marketing plans 
for many of our clients, ensuring that annual marketing goals are met and budgets 
adhered to.

EXECUTION

Prior to each seasonal or custom campaign, the Dodier team conferences with the 
client to determine the scope of the project (collaterals needed, quantities, dates, 
special promotions, events and any other relevant content). Our production director 
identifies the necessary vendor services and provides cost estimates and timelines. 
We have an established national network of production service vendors and partners 
that allow us to manage everything from events to barricade graphics with utmost 
quality and efficiency.

TRANSPARENT & ACCOUNTABLE PRICING

At Dodier we don’t use preset minimums or charge our clients based on price 
lists. We bill based on actual time, from simple updates to complete campaigns, 
and everything in between, making our costs reasonable, highly competitive 
and appropriate. We are open to working on a per project basis, or retainer-fee 
dependent on scope of work. Importantly, we pass through actual costs on all media 
and production items to you – without markup.
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RATES STRUCTURE

Hourly Rates:

• Concept & Design ...............................................................................$125 per hour

• Copywriting ........................................................................................$100 per hour

• Production...........................................................................................$100 per hour

Additional Dodier & Company Specialized Support
Dodier & Company’s specialization in shopping center marketing has given us 
the advantage of developing strong relationships with retailers. We have created 
and continue to maintain a large database of national, regional and local retailers 
with whom we work with regularly to solicit their participation in all incentive 
driven campaigns, including digital, mobile, web and seasonal direct mail.  Our 
marketing team directly solicits individual retailers at the corporate and local level for 
participation.

Programs currently in place at Geneva Commons which require regular monthly store 
solicitation/participation include:

• Website—Store Sales & Events Updates

• Wi-Fi Mobile Store Offers

• LED Video Screen Store Ad Solicitation

• Seasonal Store Offers for Digital and Print Programs

Strategic Client Services We Offer
Dodier & Company also offers tracking reports at the property level to analyze 
the effectiveness of each seasonal incentive campaigns and promotions such as 
gift-with-purchase, enter-to-win and other programs. We provide analytics for our 
Wi-Fi mobile marketing programs, strategic social media campaigns and contests, 
website SEO, e-blasts and other digital marketing. We also consistently research 
marketing trends to make sure that we are offering our clients the most up-to-date 
integrated marketing services possible.
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Our Core Strengths And Competencies

PROGRAMMATIC DESIGN & SUPPORT

Dodier’s digital and mobile marketing platform has a proven history of targeted 
reach and audience penetration to shoppers wherever they are at key influential and 
decision-making points, whether mobile or desktop.

Campaign messaging is delivered across multiple platforms to maximize 
engagement, retarget audiences, and quantifiably connect shoppers to centers. 
Stand out creative with targeted delivery delivers high retention, maintained 
awareness and exemplary verified results. 

We have established partnerships with global demand and supply-side providers to 
strategically drive visitation and deliver on campaign objectives through location, 
affinity, search and emo targeting. Our digital programs utilize next generation 
geofencing capabilities for precise, validated, granular, real-time location targeting 
with real-time optimization. We only partner with demand and supply providers who 
certify impressions are 100% Fraud and Bot free. 

Our digital and mobile marketing programs consistently outpace and outperform 
top industry standards for digital display advertising and deliver measurable results 
in actual footfall.

Tracking Report

Holiday 2020 Digital Campaign                                                    
Run Dates 11.25.2020 – 12.20.2020

Impressions Clicks Click Through  
Rate (CTR)

Visits*

Holiday Hub (Shopping) Creative 632,039 3,345 0.53% 588

Santa Sightings / Free Hot Chocolate & Toys Creative 443,088 2,845 0.64% 415

Holiday 2020 Totals 1,075,127 6,190 0.58% 1,003
*Visits indicate actual footfall to Geneva Commons, generated from ad clicks.

*The attribution window from our recent Geneva Commons campaign is still capturing footfall and return footfall data 
generated from clicked links from December’s Holiday Campaign, Industry standard for CTR is 0.10%.
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SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT & SOCIAL INFLUENCER RELATIONS

Each of our social media accounts is as individual as the property and uses a 
customized strategy that assesses tenant mix, demographics, competition and value 
for ownership. We develop and create content focus and formats best optimized 
across relevant channels that are clearly unique to the property. This formula ensures 
a standout identity, builds brand loyalty and connects retail centers and tenants to 
quality, targeted affinity-based audiences while keeping cost-effective and within 
budgets. We plan and administer contests, giveaways and engagement tactics to 
keep followers involved and active, and maximize ad budgets with highly strategic 
A/B testing, varied formats and server platforms.

OUR 2020 GENEVA COMMONS ENGAGEMENT RATE RESULTS:
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Influencer marketing programs are a successful part of our multi-pronged marketing 
strategy to elevate brand awareness, follower interaction and growth within Instagram. 

BELOW ARE EXAMPLES OF INFLUENCER POSTS AND PROGRAMS FOR 
GATEWAY PORT CHESTER
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LEASING SUPPORT, BARRICADE & WINDOW GRAPHICS

Below are examples of barricade and window graphic campaigns we’ve developed to  
support leasing and promote PopUp tenant opportunities at other centers we manage.
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LEASING SUPPORT, BARRICADE & WINDOW GRAPHICS cont .

PR/MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS

Having many clients and properties in the Chicagoland market, our media/PR team 
has developed access  to and relationships with local, regional and national media 
outlets to garner attention on leasing activity, special events, and community-
oriented activities at respective properties.
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BE UNCOMMON 

CAMPAIGN APPROACH

Develop Brand Identity for “BE UNCOMMON” with specific application and usage 
guidelines to be implemented across all media platforms including Social Media, 
Website, Digital Media and Print.  Cross-Channel integrated “BE UNCOMMON” 
program marketing and strategy plan for promotions, events, branded merchandise 
with recognizable, concise and  integrated messaging across all channels. 
Incorporate new tone and attitude across all messaging leading up to “BE 
UNCOMMON” announcements and installation. Strong distribution through local, 
regional and available national media outlets and contacts.

LEASING & ANCILLARY MARKETING

Application of the “BE UNCOMMON” Positioning theme would be reflected on 
storefront barricade graphics, Website Leasing page, Social Media platforms, as well 
as any printed or digital leasing materials developed.

EVENTS & PROGRAMS

Re-craft events designed to encourage existing/past attendees, as well as reach and 
entice larger audience with rebranded messaging, shift to more unique, compelling 
entertainment offerings, build alliance and sponsorship opportunities that resonate 
with “BE UNCOMMON” individuality.

WEBSITE

A newly branded website for Geneva Commons was launched in May 2020.  To 
promote “BE UNCOMMON” we would create dedicated page/ URL for happenings, 
gallery, merchandise, etc.   Update current website with visual integration of new tone 
and attitude from social programs, introduce and establish the “BE UNCOMMON” 
messaging consistent with brand guidelines and all platforms.  
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SOCIAL MEDIA & INFLUENCERS

Incorporate new tone and attitude across all social messaging leading up to “BE 
UNCOMMON” announcements and installation:

• Content marketing incorporating more realistic people-based, and artistically 
focused imagery through increased collaboration with local, regional and national 
influencers.

• Teaser campaigns to build anticipation, engage and encourage user content 
and voice, increase expectation through layered implementation of consistent 
messaging across all channels and platforms.

• Additional attribute hashtags related to positive messaging, art/photography, 
lifestyle enjoyment, style & shopping (not inclusive)

• Contests, Countdowns & Social Media engagement programs

OTHER PROGRAMS

• Onsite technology for enhancing “BE UNCOMMON” experience with direct-feed 
capabilities for DAK.

• Onboard and build association with causes, community organizations, school 
groups to identify with Geneva Commons and “BE UNCOMMON”

• Source & produce branded promotional merchandise to sell, or for giveaways.


